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1. Aya Bhadrasari Panditdhurara, Prayer book. Sanskrit-Tibetan,
   Ed. by Prof. S.K. Pathak, 1961. Rs. 20.00
2. Prajna, Lexicon/Dictionay of Sanskrit-Tibetan
   Thesaurus-cum-grammar, 1981. Rs. 160.00
   and 2nd Reprint 1988. Rs. 200.00
5. Aya Sama-nak-bhadrashrayatik of LiGnagka Khutudhhu
   Lattivajra's commentary in Tibetan, 1983. Rs. 35.00
6. Vimalakirti Vimakritee Siddhi of VaiKhandhu
   (9th cent., A.D.) 1984. Rs. 90.00
7. Tantric doctrine according to Nyelngupa School of Tibetan
8. A short account of nuncastic life in Dodrup (Golok), Khris-sa
   (Derge) and Kyil-ba (Tsang) by Ven. Drodrupchen Rinpoche. Ven.
   Rs. 20.00
   skye-bzhed. The Visky text, 1979. Rs. 35.00
10. The Atamana Pariksa o Acarya Dignaga by
    Nal&yamati Bhasri, 1980. Rs. 60.00
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    Volume, 1981. Rs. 160.00
12. SANGS-gyas-STong, An Introduction to Mnyayana
    Iconography,1988, Reprint 1991. Rs. 250.00
13. TAJ-ELL THE TSANKAS TEUL: An Introduction to Tibetan
    Sculpt Portraits, 1989, Reprint 1997. Rs. 300.00
14. SAKHYA KZUM CATALOGUE, Saky Catalogue Series,
    Vol. I. 1996. Rs. 250.00
15. Odams-Ning-Mdzod Catalogue, Rinchen Bumzang,
    Kagrupa Catalogue Series, Vol. I. 1990. Rs. 250.00
16. Rinchen Terdol Catalogue, Nyingmapa Catalogue series,
    Rs. 150.00
   Rs.126.00

   Rs. 75.00

   Rs. 260.00

21. Richardson PAPERS by Hugh Edward Richardson, 1993
   (H.B) Rs. 276.00
   (H.B) Rs. 246.00

   Rs. 24.00

23. Kadam Phacho (Part I, II and III)
   (Hard Bound) per volume
   Rs. 160.00
   (Paper Back) per volume
   Rs. 126.00

24. Kadam Bucuo (Part I and II)
   (Part I)
   Rs. 226.00
   (Part II)
   Rs. 206.00

25. Rinchen Terzod, Tibetan Format (Part Ka, Kha, Ge and Ng), (Hard bound) per volume
   Rs. 450.00
   (Paper Back) per volume
   Rs. 340.00

26. He-lan Deb-chur dMar-Po, Red Annal (Tibetan Text), 1961
   Rs. 36.00

27. Encomium of H.H. The XIVth Pujie Lama (Tibetan Text)
   Rs. 60.00

28. Thibleg RinOh (Tibetan Text), 1945
   Rs. 20.00

29. Geo-dByad rGyal-Po’s skor-mdzad (Tib.Text), Tibetan Medicine, 1996.
   (Hard Bound)
   Rs. 160.00
   (Paper Back)
   Rs. 100.00

30. Bulletin of Tibetology (Seminar Volume) 1996
   Rs. 40.00

   Rs. 30.00

   Rs. 40.00

33. Bulletin of Tibetology, 1997 onwards (Per copy)
   Rs. 40.00

34. BzungPothe Chiksho Himalayica (Symposium Volume) 1996 & 1997 (Per copy)
   Rs. 30.00

35. Gyndog Choggyel Post Card (Set of 9) Per set
   Rs. 20.00

   Rs. 728.00

   Rs. 50.00